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1 Introduction

This survey of the Abo and Barombi speech communities took place November 13–22, 2000.
Contributing researchers were Charlene Ayotte (SIL), Michael Ayotte (SIL), Dr. Zachee Denis Bitjaa-
Kody (University of Yaoundé I), Melinda Lamberty (SIL), and Beatrice Mvogo (linguistics student).
The team visited a total of six villages in the Littoral and South West Provinces of Cameroon. We are
grateful to all whose assistance and participation made this research possible.

Researchers set out to probe the general question of what the people of Abo and Barombi need in
terms of language development and translation. Rapid appraisal interviews and the collection of word
lists were the two methods employed; see section two of this paper for a detailed explanation of
methodology.

Specific research objectives for this survey:
• Obtain a self-reported sociolinguistic summary from mother tongue Abo and Barombi speakers

regarding the following issues: dialectology, multilingualism, language vitality, and language
attitudes.

• Use word list comparison to verify the existence of dialectal differences between the various
geographical pockets of Abo and Barombi.

1.1 Names and Locality

There are four geographical pockets of this speech variety, scattered throughout the Littoral and South
West Provinces of Cameroon. We will identify each pocket by the name of its administrative
subdivision: (1) Abo, (2) Kumba, (3) Ekondo-Titi, and (4) Mbonge.

Figure 1. Map of Abo and Barombi Pockets.
(Adapted from Dieu and Renaud 1983:405, with modifications)
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Those in the Littoral Province (group 1) are the Bankon people, and they call their speech “Bankon.”
They accept also the administrative name “Abo,” especially in Abo Nord. Gratien Atindogbe reports
that although Abo is the most widely known name for this group, the people themselves have a strong
perference for the name Bankon (1996:2). Abo subdivision is situated to the north of Dibombari, and
of the Wouri estuary. It is bordered by the Mbo and Basaa language communities to the north, by
Balong to the west, and by Duala to the south and east.

Pockets two through four say they are the Barombi people (also Barumbi, Balombi, and Lombi) and
call their speech by the names “Lombi” and “Barombi.” These communities are located, respectively,
in the following locations: (2) south of Kumba, and west of Kumba on the far side of Lake Barombi
Mbo, (3) north of Mount Cameroon on an island in the center of Lake Barombi Kotto, and (4)
northeast of Ekondo Titi.

Table 1. Villages Listed by Administrative Division

Language Name
(Ethnologue)

Alternative
Names for
Language

Province Division/
Département

Subdivision/
Arrondissement

Villages Surveyed

Abo Bankon Littoral Moungo (1) Abo Mandouka
Miang

Barombi
Lombi
Balombi
Barumbi

South West Meme

Ndian

(2) Kumba

(3) Mbonge
(4) Ekondo Titi

Kang Barombi
Lake Barombi Mbo
Lake Barombi Kotto
Mokono

Figure 2. Map of Barombi Villages.
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Interviewees from Barombi villages reported that there are three additional Barombi villages in
Bamuso Subdivision, southwest of Ekondi Titi. The names of these villages with their respective
populations (1987 census figures) are as follows: Barombi Mokoko/Ngoss (18),
Bekarakara/Bikalakala (11), and Ngatame/Bangkundang (38). For information on specific Abo
villages, see appendix E.

1.2 Origins
There is widespread agreement that all of the Abo and Barombi groups were once one people.
According to oral tradition, their origins are in the Congo (DRC). During the ancestors’ westward
migration, they met up with the Dualas, whom they say are brothers, and then the Basaa (not
brothers). They continued their journey until they reached what is now Abo subdivision. The Abo and
Barombi peoples no longer have any event that brings them together; the former Barombi council was
disbanded in 1987.

The Abo people of Miang village say that all Abo and Barombi speakers moved outward from Miang.
In support of this, we found that the people several kilometers to the east of them thought their
ancestors came from the west, while all other groups in the Barombi pockets to the west said they
came from the east. Reportedly, there were six original families living together until the moment
when they went separate ways. Their names are Mia mi Bon, Miloh mi Bon, Ngombo Bon, Bele Bon,
Bwa Bon, and Ndom Bon.

The Barombi people are not familiar with the details of their ancestral migration. They say that they
came from Abo in the east a long time ago, at the time of tribal wars, and before the colonial powers
came to establish order. During that tumultuous period, groups were divided and scattered during the
war as people went on a quest for security. The locations of Lake Barombi Mbo and Lake Barombi
Kotto were chosen for their security; invaders would be intimidated by having to cross the water.

Dieu and Renaud (1983:99) summarise the historical relationship of the Abos and Barombis in this
way (translation from French mine):

Each of the two groups claims to have descended from the other, and the name of their common ancestor
is Lombi. Lombi apparently continued his westward migration all the way to where the Barombi pockets
are today, while his son, Nkon, stopped short of this and settled in the place now known as Abo
subdivision. Thus, the Barombis are descendents of the father, Lombi, and the Abos are descendents of
the son, Nkon, and grandson, Bo.

1.3 Population
We estimate that there are probably about fifteen thousand Abo and Barombi people in all pockets of
this language group. The total population of all fifty Abo and Barombi villages is approximately
forty-two thousand, but most of these people are nonspeakers of the language. Certain communities
have a large percentage of residents belonging to other ethnic groups.

Interviewees at Miang said that there are twelve thousand mother-tongue Abo speakers in the Abo
subdivision. In addition, there are reportedly several hundred Abos in the city of Douala. Some live in
Yaoundé and others in Europe. Interviewees at Miang (in Abo Sud) said there are a number of Abo
people living in the Balong village of Mbanga, which is just a few kilometers to the west of Abo
Nord.
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Table 2. Abo and Barombi Population Figures

Language Subdivision
(dialect group)

Village 1987
Census*

2001
Projected
Population*

2001
Self-Reported
Population

Abo (1) Abo Abo Nord
   (14 villages)

1,174 1,800 50% Abo

Abo Sud
   (24 villages)

14,948 22,300 50% Abo

12,000

Barombi (2) Kumba Barombi Kang
Barombi Mbo/Mbwoayé

2,421
95

3,600
140

10% Barombi, 90% other
500, Purely Barombi

(3) Mbonge Kotto Barombi 2,829 4,200 400-500 Barombi
(4) Ekondo Titi Bekora/Kange

Bongongo I/Mpale I
Bongongo II/Mpale II
Dora/Lu/Do Barombi
Lipenja Barombi/Penja
Mokono
Ngwengi/Mgbwengi1

3,454
1,082

116
193

1,381
235

1

5,200
1,600

170
280

2,100
340

---

Mixed pop., few Barombi

Purely Barombi
Plantation, mixed pop.
600, Purely Barombi

  3,000

TOTAL 27,929
 residents
(including

other ethnic
groups)

41,730
residents
(including

other ethnic
groups)

15,000
Abo/Barombi

speakers
(estimated)

*  See Demo 1987.
** This is based on the Census bureau's calculation that there was 2.9% annual increase in population from the 1976 census
to 1987 census. This figure assumes the same increase per year over 14 years to 2001. There is no way of knowing if there
has been significant immigration or emigration of the speech communities since 1987. Also, these figures do not include
populations speaking the language outside of the village (in cities).

1.4 Classification and Terminology
The following excerpts are taken from the 14th edition of the Ethnologue (Grimes 2000:28, 31).

ABO (BO, ABAW) [ABB]
 North of Douala and west of the Wouri River, and Dibombari, Moungo Division, Littoral Province.
Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern,
Narrow Bantu, Northwest, A, Basaa (A40). Dialect: BANKON. Close to Barombi. Investigation needed:
intelligibility with Barombi, bilingual proficiency.

BAROMBI (LOMBI, LAMBI, ROMBI, RAMBI, LOMBE) [BBI]
1,300 (1982 SIL). South West Province, north of Mount Cameroon around Lake Barombi-Koto and west
of Kumba around Lake Barombi-Mbo, Meme Division; and northeast of Ekondo-Titi, Ndian Division.
Linguistic affiliation: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern,
Narrow Bantu, Northwest, A, Basaa (A40). May be intelligible with Abo. Investigation needed:
intelligibility with Abo.

The ALCAM (Dieu and Renaud, 1983) lists both of these as one language (Bankon), with Lombe and
Bankon being two dialects. Abo is an alternative name.

The Ethnologue names, Abo and Barombi, will be used for the purposes of this report. When all Abo
and Barombi speech varieties are spoken of collectively, they will be referred to in this report as
ALCAM [400].

                                                     
1This is the actual total population listed for Ngwengi/Mgbwengi in the official 1987 census data.
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1.5 Previous Research 
Gratien Atindogbe published a doctoral dissertation on the phonology, morphology, and tonology of 
Bankon (Abo) in 1996. Christiane Mouelle-Wonje (1980) wrote a doctoral dissertation on the 
relationship between the Abo and Barombi peoples. Clédor Nseme (1979) did a lexicostatistic study 
of the similiarities between several speech varieties of the Littoral Province. He found the following 
percentages of lexical similarity for Abo with neighboring languages: 41.5% with Duala, 41% with 
Bakoko, 36% with Bodiman (now considered a dialect of Duala), 33.5% with Ewodi (now considered 
a dialect of Duala), 36.5% with Malimba, and 36% with Pongo (now considered a dialect of Duala). 
Johannes Ittman (1926–1927) has written twenty pages (in German) on the subject of Bankon 
literature, and Friederich Spellenberg (1922) published a book (also in German) on the speech of the 
Bankon people.  
 
 
2 Methodology 
 
2.1 Rapid Appraisal Interviews 
The sociolinguistic research approach employed is the “rapid appraisal” (RA) method, utilising group 
and individual interview questionnaires (see Bergman 1991 and Stalder 1996). (Individual and group 
questionnaire forms can be found in the appendices A–C.) This method provides a general idea of the 
linguistic situation of the speech varieties being studied. Informant responses reveal the patterns of 
contact with other language groups and degree of multilingualism.  
 
An understanding of a language’s vitality and viability is valuable for determining the potential 
success of a development programme. Translated books in the mother tongue would be unnecessary if 
sociolinguistic factors indicate that the language is falling into disuse. The RA method produces an 
assessment of attitudes held by the community (including local community leaders, religious leaders, 
and teachers) toward the possibility and value of a language development project.  
 
For this survey, one RA group interview was conducted in each village visited. The groups were made 
up of community leaders who have been residents in the community for most of their lives. Teachers 
and church leaders were also interviewed individually.  
 
 
2.2 Word Lists 
Dr. Bitjaa Kody, the phonetician for this survey, directed the collecting of a 120-item word list in each 
of six villages while the group interview was taking place. We then compared these lists to obtain 
percentages of apparent cognates. This information was then evaluated in light of the self-reported 
language attitude information from the RA method to provide a well-rounded understanding of the 
sociolinguistic situation. 
 
We employed two different methods of word list comparison. With a three-point scale comparison, 
lexical pairs receive one point for a perfect match, one half point for a pair that is related but not 
identical, and zero points for a pair of lexical items that are not related to one another. This method 
usually yields a slightly lower percentage of lexical similarity than the traditional inspection method 
(which assigns zero points to a pair of dissimilar words and one point to a pair of similar words) 
Results found using the two-point method are also included in this report for the sake of comparability 
with previous research. 
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3 Results 
 
3.1 Lexical Similarity 

3.1.1 Percentages 
The ALCAM states that there are more than eighty-three percent apparent cognates between the two 
dialects, Lombe (Barombi) and Bankon (Abo), and that there is perfect intercomprehension between 
them. This was based on a study of 250 words, and most of the cognates were identical in form or 
varied only slightly in regular ways (Dieu and Renaud 1983:99). 
 
In conducting our own study of these speech varieties, we found similarity between Abo and Barombi 
to be eighty-six percent. Similarity of word lists between the various villages ranges from 78 to 96%. 
Lexical similarity within Abo subdivision is high, ninety-six percent, as expected. For complete 
results, see table 3. Numbers appearing on the left were found using the three-point method; the 
boldface number on the right represents the traditional inspection method (two-point scale). 
 

Table 3. Similarity Between Varieties of ALCAM [400] 
 

(ABO) 
Mandouka 

 

     

 
96 / 96 

(ABO) 
Miang 

 

    

 
86 / 89 

 
85 / 87 

(BAROMBI)
Kang 

Barombi 

   

 
81 / 85 

 
78 / 85 

 
81 / 85 

(BAROMBI)
Mbo 

Barombi 

  

 
80 / 84 

 
79 / 86 

 
79 / 85 

 
87 / 90 

(BAROMBI)
Mokono 

 

 

 
83 / 84 

 
80 / 87 

 
78 / 79 

 
82 / 85 

 
84 / 87 

(BAROMBI) 
Kotto 

Barombi 
 
Because Abo and Barombi are classified as Basaa languages, we also compared a Basaa word list 
with the Abo and Barombi word lists. This comparison (using a three-point scale) yielded percentages 
of apparent cognicity between 40–43%. The low percentages reinforce what people said about their 
comprehension of Basaa: they understand only some words but cannot grasp the full meaning of 
conversational Basaa and are unable to reply in Basaa. Clédor Nseme reports only 41.5% apparent 
cognates between Abo and Duala (1979:11), and our own estimate is even lower. 

3.1.2 Range of Error 
The accuracy of lexicostatistic percentages is affected by a variety of factors, such as: (1) how well 
the items on a particular word list represent a cross-section of the basic vocabulary, (2) differing word 
choice (synonyms) between individual speakers of the language, (3) variation in the way different 
linguists compare the same set of data, and (4) basic errors in phonetic transcription, comparing, 
counting, and calculating. Gary Simons (1989) outlines a method for determining the statistical range 
of error for lexical similarity which we will apply to these data. He explains the implications of range 
of error as follows: 
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Since a lexicostatistic percentage is at best the estimate of a range, the question of significant difference 
becomes important. The fact that two cognate percentages are different numbers does not necessarily 
mean that they represent different degrees of relationship. Because each cognate percentage indicates a 
range rather than a specific value, the ranges of two different cognate percentages may overlap. If the 
amount of overlap is great enough, we cannot say with confidence that the two different percentages 
represent different degrees of relationship. (1989:3.3.1) 

 
Using Simons’ tables of significance (1989:3.3.19–32) at a confidence level of .10 (for an “Average 
survey situation, good bilingual informants”), we can establish a range of error for each figure from 
table 3. A confidence level of .10 means that there is a ten percent chance that the actual figure falls 
outside of the given range of error; thus there is a ninety percent chance that the actual figure lies 
within the range.  
 

Table 4. Range of Error for Similaarity Percentages 
 

(ABO) 
Mandouka 

 

     

 
93–99 

(ABO) 
Miang 

 

    

 
83–95 

 
81–93 

(BAROMBI)
Kang 

Barombi 

   

 
79–91 

 
79–91 

 
79–91 

(BAROMBI)
Mbo 

Barombi 

  

 
79–91 

 
80–92 

 
79–91 

 
85–95 

(BAROMBI)
Mokono 

 

 

 
79–91 

 
81–93 

 
72–86 

 
79–91 

 
81–93 

(BAROMBI) 
Kotto 

Barombi 
 
Most of these ranges overlap, implying that the differences between them are mostly insignificant. 
From these data we see that all of the possible upper similarity percentages are at least eighty-six 
percent; most are ninety-one percent or above. The fact that none of the possible values dip below 
seventy-two percent calls into question the decision of naming Abo and Barombi distinct languages.  
 
 
3.2 Dialectology 

3.2.1 Dialect Grouping 
If accurate, the lexicostatistical findings reported in table 3 indicate that there are two dialect 
groupings, as expected. But contrary to previous research, our data suggests that Kang Barombi 
should be included in the Abo (Bankon) dialect even though it lies in a different geographical pocket 
of ALCAM [400]. The word list from Kang Barombi shares greater similarity with the Abo lists than 
with the list from Mbo Barombi in its own geographical pocket. This is probably because Mbo 
Barombi is not easy to reach from Kang Barombi; it sits on the far side of a volcanic crater lake. Kang 
Barombi interviewees were the only Barombi group to say that the name of their language is Abo; 
“Abo is what we speak here.” 
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Table 5. Dialect Groupings of ALCAM [400]

100 95 90 85 %

Mandouka (Abo Nord) A 96
Miang (Abo Sud) B 88
Kang Barombi C 84

Mbo Barombi D 90
Mokono (Barombi) E 86
Kotto Barombi F

The tree diagram in table 5 was derived with the unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic
average (UPGMA), as explained by Joseph Grimes (1995:69–71).

3.2.2 Intercomprehension
Abo and Barombi groups generally report understanding one another. Some speakers perceive
themselves as having one common language, while others believe Abo and Barombi have diverged
over time to become two distinct languages. All agree that speech differs slightly in each location.
What are those differences? Abo speakers at Miang perceive that only the phonetics differ and that the
Barombi people speak more slowly. Kang Barombi interviewees said that there are tonal differences.
Reportedly, when an Abo person meets a Barombi person, each speaks his own mother tongue and is
understood by the other.

However, when questioned in greater detail, people admitted that they do not easily understand
speakers from other pockets of ALCAM [400]. For example, when we asked people at Mandouka
(Abo) whether they understood people from Kotto Barombi, they replied that they understand each
other with difficulty. (These two groups share eighty-four percent apparent cognates.) Also, people in
Mokono (group 4) did not mention Abo subdivision (group 1) when listing places where their
language is spoken. Abo interviewees at Mandouka agree with them; they stated that the speech of
Mokono people is so different that they cannot understand it.

The apparent cognate percentages are high enough that all these varieties of ALCAM [400] might well
be one language, but the actual degree of intercomprehension between them is not known with any
certainty. With the passage of time the various pockets of ALCAM [400] are becoming increasingly
distinct from one another as each is influenced by the languages that surround it. In light of this trend,
we recommend leaving Abo and Barombi classified as two related languages unless
intercomprehension is proven to be adequate either by using the recorded text testing method (as
explained by Casad, 1974) or by doing experimental Abo literacy classes in Barombi villages.

3.2.3 Attitudes Toward Varieties of ALCAM [400]
When questioned about attitudes held toward each other’s dialects of ALCAM [400], interviewees in
every location indicated that their own way of speaking is the best. Only the people of Mokono
(Barombi) and Miang (Abo) said they would accept a dialect other than their own as a written
standard. Interviewees expressed openness to the idea of cooperating with other Abo and Barombi
groups to develop a combined written standard, except that each wants his own dialect to be chosen as
the standard. The people’s desire to promote their own dialects appears to be stronger than their desire
for literacy.

This opinion was strongest at Kotto Barombi where people said they would be upset if the dialect of
another Barombi village were chosen for language development. In their words, a speaker of any
other dialect “will feel that his language is being oppressed.” They insisted that written materials must
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include each dialectal variation, even if it means inserting five sets of parentheses to represent every
variety of the language. One Kotto Barombi man told us that someone from Ndian Division had
started to write that dialect, but it was rejected in Kotto Barombi.

3.3 Language Vitality and Viability

3.3.1 Attitudes Toward the Mother Tongue
Every person we interviewed expressed pride in his/her mother tongue. Even those who demonstrate
evidence of language shift toward Pidgin say that they are proud of their own language and that it is
important to them. Respondents cited preservation of the language as their main motivation for
wanting it in written form. Abo interviewees at Mandouka showed us a poster of a popular Abo
singing group in Douala; some of their lyrics are in the Abo language, a clear indication of language
pride.

3.3.2 Patterns of Language Use
Vitality and viability of ALCAM [400] appear to be strongest within Abo subdivision where people
continue to use the mother tongue in nearly every domain of life. Mbo Barombi people also rely upon
it as their primary means of communication in most domains of daily life. Children in these
communities continue to learn it as their first language.

Table 6. Self-Reported Language Use by Village

Domestic

Kang
Barombi

Mbo
Barombi

Mokono
(Barombi)

Kotto
Barombi

Mandouka
(Abo)

Miang
(Abo)

in the home MT, P MT MT MT, P MT MT

with age-mates /
friends

MT, E MT MT MT MT MT

in the field P, E, F MT P MT, P MT MT

Community
at local market P --- P P MT, P, F MT, P

at area market P, F P P P MT, P, F MT, F, D

at the health center P P P P MT, F P, F

Public
announcements E MT P MT MT, F, D MT, P, F,D

local council meetings E MT P P MT, (F) MT

regional council mtgs. E E P E (MT), F F, P

trad. religion
ceremony

E, D MT, P P MT, P D MT, P, F

MT = Mother Tongue, P = Pidgin, E = English,  F = French, D = Duala, (  ) indicates occasional use.

The use of LWCs is common in schools and churches. Schoolteachers and students speak French
(Littoral Province) and English (South West Province) when in school. Church services are conducted
mostly in Pidgin, English, French, or Duala. For example, the Apostolic church of Mokono uses only
English and Pidgin for speaking in church in order to accommodate strangers who do not understand
Barombi; they do, however, sing some songs in the mother tongue. Church services in Abo
Subdivision are conducted almost exclusively in Duala and French, although the Apostolic church in
Miang sometimes reads from an English Bible and interprets it into both Abo and Efik (a Nigerian
language).
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Table 7. Language Use in Church Scripture Readings

Kang
Barombi

Mbo
Barombi

Mokono
(Barombi)

Kotto
Barombi

Mandouka
(Abo)

Miang
(Abo)

The Bible is
read in which
language?

Baptist: D, E

Catholic: E

Presbyterian: E,
F, D, Mungaka

Catholic: E Apostolic: E→P Presbyterian:
E(→MT),
D(→MT)

Evangelical: F, D Apostolic: F,
E→MT & Efik

Baptist: D

Evangelical: D, F

MT = Mother Tongue, P = Pidgin, E = English,  F = French, D = Duala, (  ) indicates occasional use.
→ means “…is translated into…”.

3.3.3 Language Shift
In several Barombi communities, namely Kang Barombi, Kotto Barombi, and Mokono, language use
is clearly shifting toward Pidgin and English. Young people in these three communities speak Pidgin
more than they speak Barombi because they say that Pidgin is fashionable. In Kang Barombi, because
it is a mixed community on the outskirts of cosmopolitan Kumba, English and Pidgin have replaced
the mother tongue in many public domains. Interviewees at Kotto Barombi stated that the young
people do not know how to adequately speak the mother tongue. There are six year-old children on
this island who do not understand the language; their mothers speak only Pidgin to them.

We did not find any evidence of language shift toward other languages, such as Duala, Oroko, or
French. None of the interviewees reported that young people speak any of these languages more than
their mother tongue.

3.3.4 Migration and Intermarriage
Migration out of the mother-tongue area does occur, especially for Abo people. A pastor at Miang
said that there are many Abo people who live elsewhere, in Douala, Yaoundé, and even Europe.

Abo people intermarry with various peoples. Interviewees at Mandouka listed Mbanga (Balong),
Bakoko, Duala, and Bamileke as groups with whom they intermarry. There are also several Igbos
from Nigeria who have married into the village. They say that they have strong ties with the Njombe
people from Penja, directly north of Abo.

Responses of Barombi people indicated that the most common choice for intermarriage is Oroko.
Interviewees giving this response were from Kang Barombi, Mbo Barombi, Mokono, and Kotto
Barombi. Kang Barombi people also listed Bafaw and Balong (the predominant group at Kumba),
Bakossi, Duala, Igbo, and Grasslanders as common marriage partners. Most outsiders who marry into
the group do not learn Barombi; they find it difficult.

3.4 Other Languages

3.4.1 Multilingualism
In every village we visited, people said they speak Duala and Pidgin. Pidgin use is strong and
increasing, especially among the Barombi people (South West Province). English is the national
language taught in school, but most Barombi people do not understand it because they have limited
access to education. (The village of Barombi Mbo, for example, does not have a school.) Many Abo
people speak French, their language of education.

Duala bilingualism in Barombi villages is progressively diminishing because only the older
generation of adults learned it in school. Barombi people now learn Duala only through contact,
which is minimal, and do not learn to read and write it unless they teach themselves by reading the
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Duala Bible. Young people in the South West Province are no longer learning Duala; only the older
generation there understands it.

Conversely, people in the Abo pocket have a lot of contact with Duala speakers; they are neighbours.
Interviewees in Abo subdivision said that all adults there speak Duala even though it bears very little
resemblance to their own mother tongue. Abo children begin to understand this language at about age
twelve. Pastors of churches in Abo Subdivision read the Duala Scriptures aloud and give no
interpretation because they say that everyone understands Duala. Atindogbe observed that it is rare to
find a young person in Abo subdivision who knows his own language perfectly because the young
people often speak Duala instead (1996:6).

As for neighbouring languages, two Barombi pockets are influenced by Oroko dialects, and one has
significant contact with Bafaw/Balong (the dominant language of Kumba). Abo Subdivision also
borders Balong, and a few Abo individuals have learned to speak Balong through contact. They say
that Balong greatly resembles their own language. Abo people commonly intermarry with Balong
people from Mbanga. But multilingualism does not always mirror the patterns of intermarriage;
although the people of Kang Barombi and Kotto Barombi commonly intermarry with Oroko groups,
they do not claim to speak or understand any Oroko dialects.

Table 8. Self-Reported Multilingualism of Abo and Barombi People

Language: Oroko Balong Duala Pidgin English French
Village:

Mandouka (Abo Nord) everyone nearly all some some
Miang (Abo Sud) understand everyone nearly all some some

Kang Barombi X nearly all some few
Mbo Barombi X X very few nearly all  some

Mokono (Barombi) 3 dialects X nearly all  few
Kotto Barombi X nearly all  some

“X” indicates multilingualism to an unspecified degree.

3.4.2 Attitudes Toward Other Languages
Language attitudes play a primary role in determining whether or not literacy in a given language will
meet the needs of a given people group. Whenever people are resistant to the idea of reading and
writing a particular language, one can be sure that they will not be willing to learn it. Table 8
summarises the Abo and Barombi peoples’ rankings of languages that they would like to read and
write.

Table 9. Written Standard Preferences

Language: MT Oroko Duala English French
Village: Reject:

Mandouka (Abo Nord) 2 3 1* Duala
Miang (Abo Sud) 1 2 4 3*

Kang Barombi 3* 1 2
Mbo Barombi 1 2* 3

Mokono (Barombi) 3 4 1 2 Oroko*
Kotto Barombi 3 4 1 2 Oroko

Boldface type indicates that the whole population speaks/understands the language.
* indicates that most of the population speaks/understands the language.

Interviewees of Mandouka said that they would rather erase Duala from their minds than learn to read
and write it, but even so, some churches in Abo Subdivision do use the Duala Bible (the Baptist
church in Miang and the Evangelical churches of Miang and Mandouka). Representatives of Kotto
Barombi rejected the idea of reading and writing Oroko because they fear it would replace their own
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language. In summary, a comparison of the data in tables 8 and 9 leads one to the conclusion that the 
Abo and Barombi people’s literacy needs probably cannot be fully met by any language other than 
ALCAM [400].  
 
 
3.5 Language Development 

3.5.1 Status of Language Development 
The Bankon (Abo) Language Committee is registered with NACALCO. The first known linguistic 
analysis of ALCAM [400] “Eléments de phonologie, morphologie et tonologie,” was published by 
Atindogbé in 1996. Mandouka people in Abo subdivision said they have songs, prayers, a journal, 
Bible portions, and a twice-weekly radio programme in Abo, although interviewees at Miang (several 
kilometers away) were unaware of these resources. There are a few written collections of traditional 
stories in the mother tongue (see Dieu and Renaud 1983, for a complete listing).  

3.5.2 Attitudes Toward Mother-Tongue Literacy 
Our presence in these villages seemed to spark a new interest in language development, an idea which 
interviewees said they had never really thought about before. In the words of one Kotto Barombi man, 
“We have not yet developed the urge for it.” But even so, everyone we interviewed said that mother-
tongue literacy would be a very good thing. We did not find even one person in any location who 
knew about the existence of the Bankon Language Committee, so it is clear that the people need to be 
informed and challenged to become involved. 
 
Abo interviewees indicated that their various churches are unified and would eagerly work together in 
a Bible translation project. In the Abo village of Miang, pastors of three different denominations 
(Apostolic, Evangelical, and Baptist) expressed great enthusiasm toward the idea of developing 
mother-tongue Scriptures for use in their churches, even though they themselves are outsiders who do 
not speak the language. The Baptist pastor said that although the members of his congregation had not 
come to him requesting mother-tongue Scriptures, he would see it as a great success to use only Abo 
in his church.  
 
 
 
4 Summary and Conclusions 
The fifteen thousand or so speakers of ALCAM [400] who live in four different locations in the South 
West and Littoral Provinces can be grouped into two main dialects: (1) Bankon (Abo Subdivision and 
the village of Kang Barombi from Kumba Subdivision), and (2) Barombi (Mbo Barombi from Kumba 
Subdivision, Ekondo Titi Subdivision, Mbonge Subdivision). The lexical similarity between these two 
groupings is around eighty-six percent, which is high enough to consider them as belonging to a 
common language if their comprehension of one another’s speech is equally high. Yet in spite of the 
dialectal similarities, each community’s adherence to its unique speech variant might impede the 
acceptance of any one written standard. People are proud of their mother tongue and continue to use it 
on a daily basis. 
 
Multilingualism varies from one location to another. Some villages, such as Kotto Barombi, Mokono, and 
Kang Barombi, show evidence of language shift toward Pidgin; a number of Barombi children in these 
villages learn Pidgin as their first language. In Abo subdivision, where nearly everyone speaks Duala as a 
language of wider communication, children reportedly continue to learn Abo as their first language. French 
bilingualism is second to Duala in the Littoral Province. English bilingualism is not strong in any location. 
Because speakers of ALCAM [400] can use these other languages for reading and writing, they have not 
yet felt any great desire to develop their mother tongue. Yet, it is questionable whether any of these 
communities is fully bilingual in a second language. Bilingualism and intercomprehension should be 
assessed before drawing any firm conclusions about needs for mother-tongue literacy and translation. Abo 
Subdivision now has a Bankon Language Committee, registered with NACALCO. 
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5 Recommendations 
• RTT needed: Screen Abo speakers for Duala bilingualism. Translation need for Abo subdivision 

depends upon how bilingual the people are in the Duala language. Determine what percentage of 
the population understands this language and to what degree. 

• Possible RTT needed to test Barombi speakers on their comprehension of Abo (especially in the 
village of Barombi Mbo, where there is little indication of language shift.) Or, instead of an RTT, 
wait until Abo literacy materials are developed and then conduct experimental Abo literacy 
classes in the Barombi communities to reveal whether or not the Barombi people need adapted 
materials.  

• It is not recommended that SIL become involved in an Abo/Barombi language development and 
translation programme at this time because of language shift (Pidgin) and bilingualism (Duala). 
The Abo people themselves need to take a proactive role in developing their own language if they 
perceive this as a felt need. There are a number of well educated Abo elites living outside the area 
who would do well to take the initiative in language development. 

• Modify the Ethnologue entry for Abo: Change name to “Bankon” and list “Abo” as an alternative 
(administrative) name. Include population estimate of twelve thousand speakers. Similarity with 
Barombi: eighty-six percent.  

• Modify the Ethnologue entry for Barombi: List Lombi, Balombi, and Barumbi as alternative 
names. Include population estimate of 3,000–5,000 speakers. Similarity with Abo:eighty-six 
percent. 
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Appendices

Appendix A: Rapid Appraisal Interview

Group Questionnaire

Interviewer(s): _____________________________________________ Date: __________
Note-taker:  ________________________________________________ Time: _________
Researchers present:_________________________________________________________

No. of people interviewed:__________ Male: _________ Female: ________
Village: __________________________ Subdivision: ________________________
Reported Population (give source): ______________________________________________

Interior: _____________ Exterior: _____________

DIALECTOLOGY
- Name of the people: - Name of the speech variety:

- Origins/History of the people:

- Villages (speaking your language) (list with aid of map):

Where (in what villages/quarters ) do people speak …
exactly the same
slightly differently
different/understand
no understanding
Are there dialects of your language? Y / N List these:

Homogeneity of the linguistic community—social cohesion (Watters)
- Are there certain villages cut off from the others during the rainy season, preventing people from
going to the market or participating in celebrations? Y / N Which ones?

INTERCOMPREHENSION AND MULTILINGUALISM

Name some other/different languages spoken in this region.
village 1 2 3 4
language

village 5 6 7 8
language
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You have contact with speakers of which languages?
Speech Variety:
or village names

Speak
with?

You
speak

They
speak

slowly/
normally

Understand at 6
If no, what age?

People
one?

Origins
same?

Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N

Which of these languages do you understand most easily?
2nd best: 3rd best:

Do you speak Pidgin everyday in your village? Y / N
Who speaks Pidgin the best…?   | Youth | Adult men | Adult women |
Do you speak English everyday in your village? Y / N
Who speaks it the best?  | Youth | Adult men | Adult women |

VITALITY AND VIABILITY
Migration and intermarriage
With whom do you most often intermarry? 
Other than the MT is there a favored group?
Are there any restrictions? Y / N

Youth
How many children attend…
- Primary school? | Most | More than ½  | ½ | Less than ½ | Very few |

- How many schools are there? Located where?

- Secondary school? | Most | More than ½ | ½ | Less than ½ | Very few |
- How many schools are there? Located where?

-Are there children from other locations who attend school here? Y / N
-Are they many? Y / N
- Do young people return to the village or prefer to live in town after finishing school? Y / N
- Why?

Presence of leadership between 35 and 50 years old at the local level (Watters)
- Where do most of the leaders of the village live?    | In the community | Elsewhere |
- Approximately how old are they?

Youngest: Oldest:
- When these leaders are gone, will there be others to take their place? Y / N
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Foreigners
- Do foreigners come to live here? Y / N Are they many? Y / N

From where?

Why?
- If they stay in your village, what language do you speak with them?

Language use
Which languages are used…
Domestic MT Pidgin English
in the home
with age-mates / friends
in the field / on the farm
Community MT Pidgin English
at local market
at larger/area market
at the clinic/health center
Public MT Pidgin English
announcements
local council meetings
regional council meetings
traditional religion ceremony
School MT Pidgin English
classroom
instruction
explanation
recess/on school grounds

- How many people participate in or follow the traditional religions?

- What other religions exist in your community that people follow?

- Of these groups which group(s) is the largest?

In the church, what language is used for…
Names of
Churches:
prayers MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

sermons MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

Scripture reading MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

songs MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

(MT=Mother Tongue, E=Standard English, P=Pidgin)
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“Language Shift” indicators
- Do the youth here speak another language more than the MT? Y / N Which one(s)?

- How do the youth feel about their MT?
- Do the youth mix MT with Pidgin or English? Y / N Is this Good or Bad? Y / N
- If your child speaks Pidgin to you, how does it make you feel?

Standardization efforts
- Have there ever been attempts to develop your language?

If so, what happened?
If not, why not?

- What has been written in your language?  (songs, prayers, Bible portions, other books?)

- Are the books used?
- Is there a language/translation committee or literacy program for your MT? Y / N

Why haven't more efforts been made? Who took the initiative? What happened?

Positive attitude towards change (Watters)
- Is there an organized committee for community development here? Y / N

What are their current activities/projects?

LANGUAGE ATTITUDES
- If someone wanted to learn your language and have the respect of all people, in what village or

quarter should they live?
- Where is your language spoken the best?
- What dialect of your language (after your own) would you choose to read and write?

In which languages would you like to learn to read and write?
List several languages (of all) you would choose to read and write in order of preference.
1st Why?
2nd

3rd

4th

5th

- For some languages, you know how to speak them and that is enough; you think you don’t need to
read and write them.  Which ones?  Why?

- How much would you be willing to invest in a literacy and translation endeavor? …a bucket of
vegetables?…a basket of fruit?…a sack of corn?…some money or time? per month? per year?

- How much do you think others would be willing to invest?
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Appendix B: Religious Leader Questionnaire

Interviewer: ___________________________________     Date: ______________________
Church Name/Denom.: __________________________ Village: ____________________
Pastor’s name: _________________________________ Language Group: ____________

General Information
-What is your Mother Tongue?      Do you speak the local language?  No | Some | Well
-Which religion do most villagers follow/believe: Traditional | Christian | Muslim | Other
-What other Christian denominations are there?

-Which is the largest?
-What year was each church established in this village?

-What is the average weekly attendance at each church?

Language Use in the Church
-How many members have their own Bible?  Few | Half | Most

Version?
-During church services which languages are used for:

Language
used

Interpreted
to MT?

How?-
simultaneously/
in advance/end
resumé

Why?

songs
Bible reading
announcements
sermon
youth Groups
Bible Studies

-Are there people who don't understand the languages used in church? Y / N
Who?

-Is another language used for the sake of foreigners? Y / N
Which?

-What religious materials exist in the MT?

Language Attitudes:
-What do you think about the use of Pidgin (or other LWC) in church?

-Do leaders of this church encourage MT use …for the services? Y / N
…for other meetings?   Y / N
Which meetings?

-Have church members expressed an interest in     …reading and writing the MT?     Y / N
…having religious materials in the MT? Y / N

-Is a Bible translation in the MT absolutely necessary, or can you do without it?
Why?

-Would you work together with other denominations on a translation project? Y / N

-What contribution do you feel that you personally could make to a translation project?
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Appendix C: Teacher/School Official Questionnaire

Interviewer: ____________________________________ Date: ______________________
School Name: __________________________________ Village: ____________________
Instructor's name: _______________________________ Language Group: ____________

What is your MT?
How long you have been living in this village?
Do you speak the local language?

School Information
Up to which level are courses offered in this school?           How many students in each class?
Primary school No. of students Secondary school No. of students
Class 1 Form 1
Class 2 Form 2
Class 3 Form 3
Class 4 Form 4
Class 5 Form 5
Class 6 Upper 6
Class 7 Lower 6
Total number:

- How many of the students speak the MT? Most | More than ½ | Half | Less than ½ | Few
- What are the largest language groups represented in this school?
(1) (2) (3) (4)
- Do you have the impression that most of the MT students come to school? Y / N
- From how many kilometers away do the MT students come to school?
- Do many students continue their education after finishing school here? Y / N
- Where must they go to continue their education?

Language Use
- Which language(s) do you and the students use in class?
- Which language do the students use when they don't understand something?
- Do you sometimes use their mother tongue to explain things? Y / N
- Which language(s) do you use during recess to speak with the children?
- During recess do children from here speak to each other in their MT? Y / N
- During recess what language do the children from here speak to the children from outside?

Language Attitudes
- Do you think it is helpful for children to learn to read and write in their own language? Y / N
- Would you like to see the MT introduced as a language of instruction in the school? Y / N
- Would you be willing to assist in a program teaching the MT? Y / N
- After English, what language would you choose as a language of class instruction for the school in

this village?
- What contribution could you make in the development of the MT for classroom use?
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Appendix D:  Word Lists

English Mandouka
(Abo
Nord)

Miang
(Abo Sud)

Kang
Barombi

Mbo
Barombi

Mokono
Barombi

Kotto
Barombi

    1. mouth ndum
midum

ndum ndum ndumb mdumb ndumb

    2. eye dis
mis

dis
mis

dis dis
mis

dis
mis

dis
mis

    3. head m
mj

m
mj

m m m
mj

m
joo

    4. hair (on
head)

kisii
bisii

kisii
bisii

kisii dii dii kisii
bisii

    5. tooth is
mas

is
mas

diso dis is
mas

dis
mas

    6. tongue filem
ulem

filem
ulem

filem filem bløm
uløm

filem
ulem

    7. nose doo
moo

doo
moo

doo dioo dioo dioo

    8. ear iwon
mawon

iwon
mawon

diwo dion
maon

jo
mao

diwo
mawo

    9a. neck
(front & back)

ki
miki

ki ki ki mki ki

    9b. back of
neck

mbus m mbus m
ki

mbus ki mbus iki k kt 
kiki

    9c. throat      
  10. breast iee

maee
iee

maee
diee diee e

ma-
diee  
maee

  11. arm/hand ikaa
makaa

ikaa
makaa

ku ku mku ku
miku

  12a. claw tat
bat

tat
bjat

baa baa taa
baa

taa
baa

  12b. nail
(of hand)

tat
bat

tat
bjat

baa baa taa
baa

taa
baa

  13a. leg ikoo
makoo

ikoo
makoo

dikoo dikoo koo
makoo

dikoo
makoo

  13b. foot i
ma

i
ma

di di ib
mab

di
mao

  14. buttock ikn
makn

ikn
makn

dikn diknd iknd
maknd

diknd
maknd

  15. belly ibum
mabum

ibum
mabum

dibum dibum ium
maum

dibum
mabum

  16. navel ilo
malo

ilo
malo

lof lof lof
mof

lo
mo

  17. intestines/
  insides

mila nla
mila

mila minla mla mila

  18. blood makee makee makee makee makee matee
  19. urine masan masan masan masand masand masand
  20. bone kifes

bifes
kifes
bifes

kifes kifes
bifes

fes
bfes

kifes
bifes

  21. skin koo
bikoo

koo
bikoo

koko koko koko
bkoko

koko
bikoko

  22. wing ipape
mapape

ipape
mapape

dipape dipape
mapape

ipape
mapape

dipape  
mapape
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English Mandouka
(Abo
Nord)

Miang
(Abo Sud)

Kang
Barombi

Mbo
Barombi

Mokono
Barombi

Kotto
Barombi

  23. feather saa saa kisaa kisaa
bisaa

saa
bsaa

sako

  24. horn t t t t t t
  25. tail kondo

mikondo
kondo
mikondo

kondo kondo
mikondo

mkondo
mkondo

kondo
mikondo

  26. human
being

mut
ot

nsomba mut
basomba ot

mut
ot

mut
ot

mut
ot

mut
ot

  27. man (male) moolom
oolom

moolom
oolom

moolom ndom ndom ndom

  28. woman muuta
oota

muuta
oota

muta ntaa mtaa
bataa

ntaa
ataa

  29. husband wok
nlom wee

nlom
alom

nlom nlom mlom
balom

ndom

  30. child man
n

man
n

ma man
n

man
n

man
n

  31. name do
mo

do
mo

doo dioo
moo

dioo dio
mo

  32. sky lu iata df ulf lf ond diata
  33. night oo oo oo oko oko oko
  34. moon wii mwii

mii
so mwii mwii mwii

  35. sun fjaa fjaa fjaa fjaa fjaa fjaa
  36. wind pup pup pup pup

kul
pup pup

  37. cloud mafin mbak mbak imbak dimbak
  38. dew mayiwa majija mbak maefa maifa d
  39. rain l l lf lf lf l
  40. ground mis mis sims sis

l
ml mis

  41. sand ikokoo ikokoo dis dis iaa diaa
  42. path nd

mind
nd

mind
nd moka nd

mnd
nd

  43. water male male maløf malef maløf male
  44. stream

(river)
le

mile
le to man lef to

mto
kile
bile

  45. house nda
minda

ewe
nda

ndaf ndaf ndaf
mndaf

nda

  46. fire fej fej fe fjoi fjoi fej
  47. firewood fej

wej
fej
wej

we woji wo fej
wej

  48. smoke fitut fitut fitut ntut btut fitut
  49. ash isuwe isuwe disufe disufe isufe disuwe
  50. knife iln

maln
iln

majn
lnd dilndi

lnd
lnd
mnd

lnt
mnt

  51. rope nsia
koo

nsia
koo

nsia
koo

koo mkoo koo
mikoo

  52. spear ik
mak

ik
mak

dik dik
mak

ik
mak

dik
mako

  53. war (fight) let wala
miwala

wala mbwak
kifndi

wala wala
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English Mandouka
(Abo
Nord)

Miang
(Abo Sud)

Kang
Barombi

Mbo
Barombi

Mokono
Barombi

Kotto
Barombi

  54a. animal tit tit tit tit tit kilemp
bilem

  54b. meat tit pn kinuwa
binuwa

tit tit tit tit

  55. dog mbj mbj mb mbj mb mbj
  56. elephant ndjk ndk ndk ndk ndk ndk
  57. goat kmb kmb kmb p p p
  58. bird finun

unun
finun finun finun

unun
mnun
unun

finun
unun

  59. tortoise kuu kuu kuu kuu kuu kuu
  60. snake     n 
  61. fish titi i malew titi male titi lef titi malef titi maløf kipee

bipee
  62. (head) louse tee

bjee
tee
bjee

tee tee
bjee

tee
bjee

tee
bjee

  63. egg it
mat

it
mat

dit dit
mat

it
mat

dit

  64. tree k
bik

k
bik

k k
b

k


k


  65. bark koo ki k koo k mbusik mbusik kuku ki k koko
  66. leaf kisawa 

bisawa
kisawa
bisawa

kisawa kisafa
bisafa

ksafa
psafa

kisawa

  67. root ka
mika

kondok
mikondok

kondok kondok
mikondok

mkondo kondok

  68. salt kp kp
mikp

kp kp mkp kp

  69. fat if
maf

if
maf

dif dif if
iv

dif

  70a. hunger
 (general)

ndaa ndaa ndaa nda ndaa ndaa

  70b. hunger
 (for meat)

o i tit o ndaa i tit  i tit o tit o

  71. iron
(the metal)

kn
bikn

kn
bikn

k k k k

  72. one taa taa taa taa taa taa
  73. two aa aa aa aa baa aa
  74. three bia bia biaa biaa biaa biaa
  75. four binan binan binan binan bina bina
  76. five bitan bitan bitan bitan bitan bitan
  77. six bisama bisama bisama bisama bisama bisama
  78. seven ndaambw ndaambw ndaambw ndambw ndaambw ndaambw
  79. eight mwam mwam mwam mwamb mwamb mwamp
  80. nine kioo kioo kioo kioo kioo kioo
  81. ten im im m lom lom lom
  82. come fee! fe fee! fee! fee l!

feek
  83. send

(someone)
wm wm k! m omo mk

  84. walk k k dike dike ikk kk
  85. fall kp kp di kp kw mkpk kpk
  86. leave tl

k
k fai fa towi mkk kk
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English Mandouka
(Abo
Nord)

Miang
(Abo Sud)

Kang
Barombi

Mbo
Barombi

Mokono
Barombi

Kotto
Barombi

  87. fly l l fi lee l mlwak nlduku
  88. pour ule fa km

ule
fa fa sukuu fa

  89. strike m kot
m

kot
m

kot
m

kot 
m

kot
m

  90. bite k k kk kk kk kk
  91.wash

(transitive)
s s s s s s

  92. split (wood) kan taw kan kan kand kand  b  
caf

ta

  93. give      
  94. steal ni ni wif nif nif ni
  95. squeeze mt mt mt am

mt
mwt am

  96. cultivate kom kom kombok kpa kpamb t
  97. bury

(transitive)
fon fon foyak fond fond font

  98. burn
(transitive)

diis
op

diis
op

tombok op loos
op

diki
op

  99. eat d d d d d d
100. drink      
101. vomit l l l l l l
102. suck ss ss


sk   ss

103. spit (saliva) t t t tune matan
t 

tune
t

104. blow (on) fule fule fule fule fule fule
105. swell jaa jaa jaa jaa j j
106. give birth bwaa baa baa waa bwaa bwaa
107. die w w w w w

kpee
w

108. kill n n n n n n
109. push sol sol tinde tindi

bjee
tinde tindi

110. pull loo loo loo loo loo loo
111. sing ln

kee
l

kee
l kn

kee
kn  

mkee
kn

112. play
(a game)

ta ta taf taf taf ta

113. be afraid nk w nk w n w nk w nk w nkiw
114. want t mbwee o t  was t
115. say j kaa

j
jla 
kaa

j
kaa

j j

116. see n n n n n n
117. show j j es unde unde indi
118. hear nk nk nk nk nk nk
119. know ji ji ji i ji ji
120. count ss ss ssk a a a
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Mandouka Word List Miang Word List Kang Barombi Word List Mbo Barombi Word List
  Informants: Male, age 73
                      Female, age 31

  Informants: Male, age 56
                      Female, age 32

  Informant:  Male, age 65   Informants: Male, age 32
                      Female, age 30

  Date: November 18, 2000   Date: November 20, 2000   Date: November 14, 2000   Date: November 15, 2000
  Location:  Bona Lea
                   Mandouka

  Location:  Miang   Location:  Kang Barombi   Location:  Mbo Barombi

Mokono Barombi Word List Kotto Barombi Word List
  Informants: Male, age 45
                      Female, age 65

  Informants: Male, age 49
                      Female, age 67

  Date: November 16, 2000   Date: November 17, 2000
  Location:  Mokono   Location:  Kotto Barombi

Researchers: Dr. Bitjaa-Kody, Mvogo, Ayotte
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Appendix E: Map of Abo Subdivision
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